Eclipse II
Mount the Alpha® Eclipse II blade onto the appropriate power tool designed for the blade diameter:

• 4" diameter blades will fit the Alpha® AWS-110 Wet Stone Cutter and most 4" Angle Grinders.
• 4-1/2" diameter blades will fit the Alpha® AWS-110, AWS-125 or 4-1/2" Angle Grinders.
• 5" diameter blade will fit the Alpha® AWS-125 or 5" Angle Grinders.
• 6" diameter blades will fit onto a 6" Angle Grinder.
• 7" diameter blades will fit onto 7-1/4" Circular Saws or 7" Angle Grinders, and are supplied with a diamond knockout.
• 8" diameter blades will fit onto 8-1/4" Circular Saws

When mounting the blade onto the power tool, make sure the blades directional rotation matches the spindle rotation of the power tool.

Step cutting is recommended to enhance the life of your blade.

Always make sure the power tool’s safety guard is mounted onto the tool. If the blade doesn’t fit with the safety guard on the tool, you’re probably using the wrong size power tool.